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Foreword

This volume presents refereed work from the 6th International Symposium on Poetic Inquiry (ISPI) and the 17th annual Winter Wheat: The Mid-American Review Festival of Writing held at Bowling Green State University in 2017. The ISPI symposium is a biennial gathering of international poets, researchers, students, and community members interested in the use of poetry and poetic inquiry as a research method, methodology, and/or approach (see below for a history of all the gatherings). This informal community of poets and researchers meets in person, online, and on the page to engage in the fun and difficult conversations about what poetry can do in our qualitative work and practices. Winter Wheat is a festival consisting of generative workshops and readings that celebrates writers and readers, produced by internationally distributed literary journal Mid-American Review and hosted on the campus of Bowling Green State University. In early November 2017, the conferences co-convened with the theme Poetry as/in/for Social Justice; participants at the symposium considered how poetic inquiry can be used to interrogate social structures, cultural norms, and discourses that create inequalities and social injustice and how poetry can act as response and political voice.

For this volume, we invited manuscripts and poetry from the symposium that engage with poetry's potential for connectivity, political power, and evocation through methodological, theoretical, performative, and empirical work. The poet-researchers consider questions of how poetry and poetic inquiry can be a response to political and social events, be used as a pedagogical tool to critique inequitable social structures, and speak to our local identities and politics. This volume represents a growing body of work on the use of poetry as/in/for qualitative research (see below for a list of ISPI publications). Specifically, Poetic Inquiry as Social Justice and Political Response speaks to the use of poetry in critical qualitative research and practice focused on social justice. Other ISPI volumes and journals have focused on the range of poetic inquiry from the use of literature-voiced poems (VOX THEORIA) to researcher-voiced poems (VOX AUTOBIOGRAPHIA) to participant-voiced poems (VOX PARTICIPARE); poetry as a way of knowing, being, and telling; poetic inquiry in the fields of
healthcare and education; poetic inquiry as reflection and renewal; poetic inquiry as social justice; and the connection between poetry and the natural world through an examination of the ecological scope of poetic inquirers.

In this collection, poetry is a response, a call to action, agitation, and a frame for future social justice work. The authors answer a question posed in previous ISPI gatherings: “What spaces can poetry create for dialogue about critical awareness, social justice, and re-visioning of social, cultural, and political worlds?” This collection adds to the growing body of poetic inquiry through the demonstration of poetry as political action, response, and reflective practice. We hope this collection inspires you to write and engage with political poetry to realize the power of poetry as political action, response, and reflective practice.

We dedicate this volume to Carl Leggo—friend, poet, mentor, teacher, and champion of Poetic Inquiry.

Gatherings of the International Symposium on Poetic Inquiry

2007 Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Hosted by Monica Prendergast and Carl Leggo (University of British Columbia’s Centre for Cross-Faculty Inquiry & Faculty of Education)

2009 Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada
Hosted by Suzanne Thomas (Centre for Education Research, Faculty of Education, University of Prince Edward Island) and Ardra Cole (Centre for Arts-Informed Research, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto)

2011 Bournemouth University, Bournemouth, England
Hosted by Kate Galvin and Les Todres (Bournemouth University, Dorset, UK)

2013 Avmor Gallery in Old Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Hosted by Lynn Butler-Kisber (McGill University), Mary Stewart (LEARN Quebec), and John J. Guiney Yallop (Acadia University)

2015 University of British Columbia Botanical Gardens, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Hosted by Pauline Sameshima (Lakehead University), Alexandra Fidyk (University of Alberta), Kedrick James (University of British Columbia), and Carl Leggo (University of British Columbia)

2017 Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, USA
Co-convened with the Annual Winter Wheat: The Mid-American Review Festival of Writing
Hosted by Sandra L. Faulkner and Abigail Cloud (Bowling Green State University, School of Cultural and Critical Studies, The Department of English, and Mid-American Review)
Publications from the International Symposium on Poetic Inquiry 1-6

2016  Poetic Inquiry II: Seeing, Caring, Understanding. Edited by Kathleen Galvin and Monica Prendergast, Sense.
2017  Inquiries of Reflection and Renewal. Edited by Lynn Butler-Kisber, John J. Guiney Yallop, Mary Stewart, and Sean Wiebe, MacIntyre Purcell.
2017  Poetic Inquiry: Enchantments of Place. Edited by Pauline Sameshima, Alexandra Fidyk, kedrick James, and Carl Leggo, Vernon Press.

Notes

1. http://www.poeticinquiry.ca/
2. https://casit.bgsu.edu/midamericanreview/winter-wheat-about/
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Poetic Inquiry as Social Justice and Political Response

Sandra L. Faulkner,  
Bowling Green State University

“Poetry matters because it can waken us to realities that fall into the realm of the political.”¹

Many social researchers use poetry in their work to re-present the human experience in a more approachable, powerful, emotionally poignant, and accurate form than prose research reports allow.² Scholar poets use poetry as a form of research representation, as data analysis, as a research tool, and as a research methodology. As Norman Denzin notes, “the poet makes the world visible in new and different ways, in ways ordinary social science writing does not allow. The poet is accessible, visible, and present in the text, in ways that traditional writing forms discourage.”³ Poetic inquiry includes, “the use of poetry crafted from research endeavors, either before project analysis, as a project analysis, and/or poetry that is part of or that constitutes an entire research project.”⁴ Though a fixed definition of poetic inquiry does not exist, poetic inquiry describes, “a method of turning research interviews, transcripts, observations, personal experience, and reflections into poems or poetic forms.”⁵

One reason scholars use poetry in their work is the power of poetry as a means to engage a political voice. Poetic inquiry can be an active response to social issues, a political commentary, and a call to action:

The poetic inquiry movement offers a contribution to a developing body of evidence that is not merely a third person perspective, as in conventional evidence, but is also intimate with first and second person perspectives and is thus a fertile pathway to ethical, caring, and empathic work. In reading or listening to a poem we are bearing witness to the other, to the person writing the poem, or to the situation that is the subject of the poem and this is a fundamental part of caring work."⁶
Poetic inquiry represents engaged social science.

Writing and performing poetry can be political activity; many scholars and poets turn to poetry as a way to make sense of, critique, and respond to current events. For example, poets write poetry in response to events in the news for *Rattle's* online magazine *Poets Respond* and other online journals like *Writers Resist* and *Rise Up Review*. The response offers a way to critique power structures, offer alternative views, and advocate for social justice. Burford uses poetry in his research on the neoliberal university as a kind of political practice that “enables inhabitants of the university to reflect on a diverse array of political phenomena—from the structuring frame of heteronormativity to the wide scale marketization of universities across the globe.” Reale uses poetic inquiry in her work with refugees from Sicily and Africa as a form of social activism. She writes her research as poetry because she is “interested in presenting my research in ways that are easily relatable, understood, and accessible. [She] was not interested in presenting [her] research in a jargon-filled and sterile way, able only to be interpreted by the chosen few.” Poets and researchers can use poetry to engage audiences and activate poetry’s political potential.

Poetry can help us shape lives in ways that we want to live; we create and tell stories that advocate for social justice and change. Rita Dove considers poetry to work through poets’ use of empathy and reader’s recognition of themselves and their worlds in verse: “Poets … are sensitive to their surroundings in the world where they live. So, speaking out is almost unavoidable. That can sustain people, because if someone reads a poet’s description of an experience for which they had no words before, it again offers the reassurance of telling them that they are not alone.” Ivan Brady writes of how poetic methods are steeped in an author’s self-awareness; “poets write in and with the facts and frameworks of what they see in themselves in relation to Others in particular landscapes, emotional, and social situations.” Poetic inquiry as political activism works because it makes the personal political. Faulkner tells us how this works: “Poetry taps into the universal through radical subjectivity. The poet’s use of personal experience creates something larger from the particular; the concrete specifics become universal when the audience relates to, embodies, and/or experiences the work as if it were their own words.”

This volume addresses poetry’s role as a creative art that is vital in the inquiry process and presentation, a method of engaging in important social issues. The pieces in this collection engage with poetry’s potential for connectivity, political power, and evocation through methodological, theoretical, performative, and empirical work. The poets reveal inequitable social conditions in education, immigration, politics, and their local
communities; they use poetry to question inequality and show how poetry can be a personal and political response. The political task of poetry is “making way for new worlds and words.”

Some poets, like Rita Dove and Naomi Shihab Nye, argue that art, and poetry in particular, are important to deny tyranny in all forms. Poetic inquirers, such as Monica Prendergast, consider poetic inquiry an important tool for social change and social justice.

I am interested in social poetry as the core mandate for critical poetic inquirers whose work is in support of equity, human rights, and justice worldwide. Critical poetic inquiry invites us to engage as active witnesses within our research sites, as witnesses standing beside participants in their search for justice, recognition, healing, a better life.

The authors in this volume use poetic inquiry as a way to reflect on power inequities, to make their personal experience part of the critique, and to realize the potential power in poetry as political discourse.

Notes

7. Faulkner, “Poetry Is Politics.”
15. Masciotra, “Rita Dove.”
16. Brady, Foreword, xiv
18. Faulkner, “Poetic Inquiry.”
20. Masciotra, “Rita Dove.”
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